Charles Kirby:
Charles Kirby, 36, is a writer and podcaster who has spent the last 35 years honing his comedy writing
skills and becoming the best Charles Kirby he can be. Graduating in 2015 with an MA in
screenwriting. Initially working as a script reader, he transitioned into script development. Afterwards,
Charles worked as a script writer for two separate production companies where he was involved in
developing several short and feature-length films and television shows.
Recently Charles has decided to refocus on writing and creating comedy. He has scripted several
Youtube sketches as well as writing a non-broadcast sitcom pilot that was produced 2 years ago. On
top of this he has spent the last year as a co-host on the Vialucci podcast with his writing partners, Theo
and Andrew

Theo X:
Theo, age unknown because he doesn't believe in birthdays, has spent those unknown years working
towards his ambition of having a career in the media industry. This has included creating his own
online magazine and weekly podcast. He currently co-hosts the Vialucci podcast with the man above
(Charles Kirby, not God), and the man below (Andrew K. Fawn, not Satan).
His long journey to achieving this ambition has seen him work in various menial jobs such as: stacking
chairs in a chair factory (yes, that's an actual job), packing paper plates into paper boxes, and other
roles that involved stacking or packing one thing or another. Theo has also worked in security, where
over many years he perfected the subtle art of getting punched right in the kisser. A decade spent
interacting with the public in bars, nightclubs, and pubs has given Theo the inspiration for a plethora of
vivid characters and situations.
Having grown weary of the drunks and vomit, Theo took steps to change his life. This was not easy
since he was a teenage runaway, and until the age of 26 was unaware that he was dyslexic. First, Theo
needed to learn how to read and write, which he taught himself to do by copying out the dictionary...
twice. After that, the rest was simple.
Theo started his own podcast with Charles Kirby and Andrew Kevin Fawn, and together, they decided
to use their contrasting life experiences to create their own sitcom.

Andrew K. Fawn:
Andrew, age 35, Libra, Chinese Year of the Rat, Blood Type O Negative, etc. He has worked in the
media industry since 2007. Andrew's first ever script was produced that same year, and he naively
assumed that writing was easy… It was another ten years before he got any more writing work.
During those ten years he slaved away in various media jobs including working as a producer on
several short films and music videos as well as in live television. At the moment he is working for
Discovery Inc. as a sports producer, which means telling other people to do the hard work while he
watches football.
Recently Andrew's writing career has picked up again, and he now has several writing credits to his
name.
Every week he also co-hosts the Vialucci podcast with Charles and Theo.

